Order Pro - Excellence Program

Setting expert standards
in the automotive
aftermarket
TecAlliance

ensures

automotive aftermarket

the

independent
standards. The

new TecCom Excellence Program supports
the suppliers to thrive in the competitive
industry and offer the best to their
customers!

What is included in this exclusive program for the aftermarket sellers?
We are committed to showcase your excellence to your customers. To achieve this, we have
introduced the Excellence Program, where you can choose between validation and certification.
The end result is reflected in either a validation report or a “Star Rating System” which elevates
you amongst the competition, showing the best process standards available with you. Achieving
all five stars during certification at our platform will also ensure more exposure to the aftermarket
community leading to more business opportunities.

Get certified today!

Here’s the guidance to Validation

Contact us for a pretalk to get certified
through consulting projects

Business Rules are the basis for
validation

Consulting projects offer you a hassle
free process

Developed with 20 years of aftermarket
expertise defining process standards

We help you to achieve the highest
quality

Review message quality self-enabled
with the validation tool

The Supplier will successfully receive a
certificate with the star rating

The quality of individual business
processes of a validation report are
published

Rely on our
Quality and Regulatory Compliance

Knowledge and Expertise

Trustworthiness Commitment to your success

Badge Value TecCom certified supplier

How can you join the program?
You can be a part of the program through the validation or certification process. During the
certification process you will be supported by our experts in a consultant project and upon
completion of the certification process, the results will be transformed into a Star Rating which
will be visible in the TecCom Portal.

All of our Customers profit from the TecCom Excellence Program!

Benefits for the Aftermarket Suppliers

Benefits for the Buyers

Get an overview of the quality of your
messages

Fewer problems due to improved
message quality

Improve the message quality and
increase customer satisfaction

More timely delivery of orders

Get certified to show your excellent
message quality

Compare suppliers efficiently

Compare yourself with other suppliers

Reliable business relations

Enter new business relations

Better perception at the customer level

Both benefit from
Global networking opportunity

Your contacts
Dr. Loïc Winterhalter - loic.winterhalter@tecalliance.net
Mr. Timo Frömberg - timo.froemberg@tecalliance.net

